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Gravitational magnification of point sources



Measuring magnification effects

• for an isolated source:    Lobs = µ L0

• for an ensemble of sources:

Dilatation of the sky solid angle

Fainter objects become detectable

  nobs(>L)   =  1/µ  n0(>L/µ)
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Measuring magnification effects

• for an isolated source:    Lobs = µ L0

• for an ensemble of sources:

Dilatation of the sky solid angle

Fainter objects become detectable

  nobs(>L)   =  1/µ  n0(>L/µ)

if n0(>L) / L- 2.5α   then nobs(<m) = µα-1 . n0(<m)

if µ = 1+ δµ  then nobs(<m) = (α-1) . δµ . n0(<m)



• Webster et al. (1988)   excess of QSOs around foreground galaxies

• Narayan (1989)   Lensing => QSO-galaxy correlations
  Schneider (1989)

• Broadhurst (1995)   Magnification bias detected from A1689

• Fort, Mellier & Dantel-Fort (1996) Magnification bias detected in Cl 0024+1654

The magnification bias



• Webster et al. (1988)   excess of QSOs around foreground galaxies

• Narayan (1989)   Lensing => QSO-galaxy correlations
  Schneider (1989)

• Broadhurst (1995)   Magnification bias detected from A 1689

• Fort, Mellier & Dantel-Fort (1996) Magnification bias detected in Cl 0024+1654

...

• Broadhurst et al. (2004)

Magnification bias around clusters



• 5000 deg2

• 225,000 photometric quasars with photoZ > 1
• 13.5 million galaxies

Both quasars and galaxies come from the same 
photometric survey

• masks applied around bright objects
  and bad seeing regions

The magnification bias with the SDSS
Scranton, Ménard et al., 2005



Analysis with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Scranton, Ménard et al., 2005

redshift distributions

WQG(θ)  =  2  [  α(m) - 1 ]  < κ δg >
GOAL: to demonstrate that the signal is due 
to lensing



Detection of Cosmic Magnification with the SDSS



Quasar number counts



Correlation: Second moment (m)



Magnification as a function of scale
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Lensing effects cannot be observed  Observable effects

Measuring magnitude shifts

Magnitude change: <  mQSO . Ngalaxies > (theta)



Reddening by LSS
6

Fig. 4.— (negative) magnitude shift (i.e. magnification) as a function of scale measured in u, r and z bands (the results in g and i bands
are not shown for clarity). This confirms the first detection of cosmic magnification by Scranton et al. (2005) using a di!erent observable.
The signal is detected over almost 4 orders of magnitude in scale. The amplitude is lower in the g band which shows that extinction e!ects
are contaminating the magnification measurements.

shows the same results but plotted in logarithmic scales
in order to better visualize the angular dependence of the
signal. [A more detailed description of the results
is needed here].

6. interpretation

The e!ective wavelengths for SDSS filters are given in
the table below.

Filter name u g r i z
!e! [Å] 3507±7 4664±7 6160±4 7496±6 8929±40

Table 1 Effective wavelength for SDSS filters

constraints on reddening curve as a function of scale
and dust to mass ratios.

7. implications

Contribution to the Infrared background. Cosmic ex-
tinction for supernoave. Cleaning the signal for cosmic
magnification.

8. to do

• what else do we want to put in the paper?

• systematic tests?

• There is a problem with the density of galaxies for
the bin of the very largest scale

... Say that galaxies can be selected in di!erent bands.

• do not use index k for stripe number
• if we measure an angular correlation function over

a large redshift range, extinction e!ects might play a
role. But the correlation between two di!erent redshifts
is small. So the e!ect is mostly to reduce the number of
galaxies one canobserve.



Number count change:
<  NQSO . Ngalaxies > (theta)

Magnitude change:
<  mQSO . Ngalaxies > (theta)

Color change:
<  (mQSO - mQSO’) . Ngalaxies > (theta)

expected change:

Estimators for the signal



Reddening by LSS
Reddening by large-scale structures 7

Fig. 5.— Negative magnitude shift (i.e. magnification) as a
function of scale, for the 5 bands. We can see that the e!ect is sys-
tematically stronger in redder bands as expected if dust extinction
is at play.



Mass profile from magnification
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Fig. 6.— Correlation between QSO reddening and galaxy overdensity as a function of scale. The x-axis is the angular separation in
arcminutes. The signal varies as expected as a function of wavelength, i.e. reddening e!ects are stronger in bluer bands and for larger
wavelength di!erences.

Correlation between QSO colors 
and galaxy overdensities

<  (mQSO - mQSO’) . Ngal > 

Menard et al. 2007



Zaritsky (1994)
“Preliminary evidence for dust in galactic halos”

Extinction curve
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Fig. 6.— Correlation between QSO reddening and galaxy overdensity as a function of scale. The x-axis is the angular separation in
arcminutes. The signal varies as expected as a function of wavelength, i.e. reddening e!ects are stronger in bluer bands and for larger
wavelength di!erences.

Correlation between QSO colors 
and galaxy overdensities

<  (mQSO - mQSO’) . Ngal > 

Menard et al. 2007



Extinction curve



Extinction profile



Mass profiles

total mass from magnification

dust mass from reddening

Preliminary results
assuming a Milky way
dust particle distribution



Dust bias



Summary

The magnification bias due to galaxies is detected on scales 
ranging from ~20 kpc to 50 Mpc.

We are now able to detect the effects of dust reddening due to 
galaxies on the same scales.

We are now measuring the signal for blue/red galaxies, groups 
and clusters.

Upcoming surveys will allow us to measure these signals as a 
function of redshift and investigate the properties of dust around 
galaxies.


